Henry v
REHEARSAL NOTES
SHEET NO: 10
DATE :

Monday 17th October 2011

GENERAL
 A cigarette will be smoked during Scene 13. Lit onstage, extinguished
onstage TBC. Dominic Thorburn smoking it. Herbal.
DESIGN
PRODUCTION
 The mini mist will be used going into Scene 13 and also before Pistol’s
entrance during Scene 13. Two shorts bursts onstage (unplugged) and then
goes offstage. This journey is repeated a few minutes.
PROPS
 A nail brush, loofah, sponge and razor (for shaving legs. Old fashioned metal
one without a blade) are needed for Scene 12.
 If Katherine’s dress won’t stand up on it’s own a mannequin will be needed to
set it onstage. DL near the truss. (Scene 12)
 A dressing table and chair are needed for Scene 12. for Katherine to sit and
put her make up on
 A small French-English dictionary is needed for Katherine.
 A cheap camera with a flash is needed for Scene 12. A throw away Kodak
would be fine, as long as the flash keeps on working.
 Dom needs a delivery note. Chris will sign it when the bath is delivered.
 2 pairs of binoculars are needed. A small pair for Chris as Exeter and a larger
pair for Rob as Constable.
 4 mess tins are being used with flame gel. Can these be kept in the bergens
or do they need to be kept flat prior to use?
 Can John (as Erpingham) have an old grey blanket as his bed roll please?
 A map is needed for Fluellen. Small, folded, of the region (France). Possibly
set in radio bag.
 A glass of brandy is needed for Constable
 A boiled sweet is needed for Bates in Scene 14.
WARDROBE
 Will Katherine’s dress stand up on its own? Karl will step into it on stage.
 Could we have a cloak for Erpingham and a beanie hat for Henry in
rehearsals please?
STAGE MANAGEMENT

LIGHTING
 A light is needed USL for Finn to bounce off a mirror DSR onto Katherine
stood DSL/DC
 The mini mist will be used going into Scene 13 and also before Pistol’s
entrance during Scene 13.
SOUND

Thank you,
Ellie Randall
DSM

